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To keep pace with the nation,
Virginia must prime the pump

By Gerald L. Baliles

In  our  lifetimes,  Virginia  has  changed.
For several  decades, Virginia has been
one of the fastest growing states in the

country.  Some  of  that  growth  is  internally
generated, but for the most part it is migra
tory. The people who come here bring their
ideas, their creativity, their prejudices, biases,
customs  and  traditions.  That  has  had  an
impact  on  the  development  of  the  political,
cultural  and  social  life  of  the  Common
wealth  to  a  far  greater  extent  than  some
people have realized.

There is a recognition that Virginia has
become much more a part of the nation than
it used to be. There was a time when regional
influences and parochial interests could exist
in  a  vacuum,  largely  uninfluenced  by
national  and  international  events.  I  think
those days are long gone.
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This  is  an  uncertain  world  in  which
Virginia  finds  itself.  Globalization,  rapid
communications and advancing technologies
are changing all the rules. Our state's popula
tion is growing older and more diverse, and
more of us depend on proportionately fewer
workers.  The  greater  the  uncertainty  about
the world and what Virginia may become, the
more certain we must be of the importance of
wise investments for our future prosperity.

Let me tell you a story.
When I was a young boy of some 7 or 8

years of age, I went with my grandfather to
visit  an  elderly  neighbor—a neighbor  being
anyone  within  20  miles,  of  course—in  the
mountains  of  Patrick  County  who drew his
water from a well. The water was extracted by
the pushing of the pump handle up and down
until the water gushed forward for capture.
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These problems
confront every

governor

I was fascinated to watch the old man fill a
pail with water and leave it by the pump handle
when he was finished. It  was explained to me
that the pail of water was left for the next user of
the well, that the water was needed to prime the
pump to make it easier to extract the water by
the next user. I have never forgotten the power of
that symbolism as a guide to life and governing.

The Value of Investments
Investments as a guide to governing can be prob
lematic.

First, you have the word itself which, in the
political parlance, is often taken as code language
for a tax increase. I think of the word as embrac
ing more than revenue—like the bucket of water,
investments are those things we do, not only in
our  self-interest,  but  in  the  interest  of  others.
Indeed, investments are what we do in the name
of posterity—for what lies beyond the horizon.

Yes, I know the John Keynes line, that in the
long run, we are all  dead. But I  can walk you
around this Commonwealth, from community to
community, and certainly from campus to cam
pus, and show you the legacy of those who coura
geously acted on behalf of future generations.

The simple  fact  is  that  major  investments
often take years to complete. Roads and bridges
are not built overnight. School construction can
also take years...or,  in the way we have been
doing things lately,  decades. Increasing faculty
salaries and teachers pay and educating a child
are long-term propositions. The political pay-off
—the ribbon cuttings, for instance—are far from
immediate.

And therein lies a great problem.
In  the short  run,  a  tax  cut  is  easier—and

often  more  politically  popular—so  long  as  the
question is kept narrow, along the lines of "Do
you want free money?" Who would say, "no?"

But  when  you  broaden  the  question  and
explore the details, you find that there are seri
ous, sometimes profound consequences, espe
cially if a tax cut is enacted when there is debt
overhang or pressing unmet societal needs.

Investments also require timing. When cap
ital needs and revenues are aligned, good things
can happen. In government, too often uncertain
economic times result in the elimination of cap
ital requests, even if corporations continue mak
ing capital investments in order to maintain the
business for the future.

Major investments, especially in infrastruc
ture, both intellectual and physical, require the
spending  of  political  capital  in  order  to  get

financial  capital,  and there are downside risks.
Even in good times, it is not always easy to find
the funds to meet the needs of moment and still
plan for the future.

We have been confronted with a problem in
recent years. We have forgotten to leave a full
pail of water at the pump. We have consumed in
the present without investing for the future. We
have  ignored  our  horizons  and,  consequently,
lowered  our  horizons.  Too  often—far  too
often—long-term  extends  no  further  than  the
next election date.

Building  Virginia
Somehow, in recent years, we have lost our way.
While  we  have  witnessed  people  arriving  in
Virginia  by  the  hundreds  of  thousands—yes,
even millions—we have experienced a decreased
commitment  to  our  infrastructure,  especially
education  and  transportation.  Roads  are  con
gested.  Many of  our  schools are overcrowded,
college buildings have had maintenance deferred
for years. Mental hospitals have lost their accred
itation.  The  Chesapeake  Bay  is  fighting  to
improve its health. Thousands of kids are still at
risk in their communities. Instead of tax invest
ments, we talk of tax cuts.

These  are  not  one-time  problems.  They
confront every governor. They are part of the job
and the responsibility of those who hold public
office.  The  lack  of  interest  in  infrastructure
investment, in recent years, runs counter to the
modern  era  of  Virginia  governors,  which  really
began  when  Albertis  Harrison  and  Mills
Godwin  became  governor  in  the  1960s.  They
represented a break in political style and leader
ship. Their approach was to focus more on the
future  than  the  past,  to  attract  capital  invest
ments,  to  lay  the  groundwork  for  revenue
enhancements that would finance a whole new
system of education in the state.

And  the  governors  who  followed  built  on
the  successes  and  accomplishments  of  prior
administrations.  Democrat  or  Republican,  they
basically  kept  focused on education,  on trans
portation  and  economic  growth.  The  idea  was
that  the  Commonwealth  should  invest  in  the
infrastructure  needs  of  the  state.  For  three
decades there was a steady commitment to capi
tal  projects.  The  view  from  Harrison  and
Godwin  forward  was  that  to  compete  in  a
changing  economy  there  must  be  good  infra
structure  and  an  educated  citizenry,  and  it
required  building  upon the  accomplishments  of
one's predecessors, not tearing them down.
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And  that  is  what  Linwood  Holton  did,  for
example,  in  acting  to  build  roads,  construct
buildings,  while  dramatically  moving  Virginia
forward on the subject of civil  rights and racial
justice.  In  other  words,  the  early  modern
Virginia  governors  found  a  way  to  keep  faith
with  the  investment  needs  of  the  Common
wealth while pursuing other personal or political
objectives.

In June 1999,1 spoke in Roanoke of signif
icant  transportation  problems  confronting
Virginia. And, in that speech, I made the follow
ing statement: "A brand of politics has emerged
in Virginia ... an undeniably successful brand of
politics ...  that takes as its organizing principle
the belief that Virginia can continuously prosper
by  ignoring  capital  investments  required  for
Virginia's future."

"Of course, others will come back and argue
that we are spending more than ever on this, that
or  the other  thing ...  and they are right  in  the
sense that two is more than one, but if the needs
are six, seven or eight, then two won't do the job."

"But  it  is  worse  than  that.  The  prevailing
view point does not argue that we have enough
resources to get along. It actually says ... or cer
tainly  implies  ...  that  we  have  too  much  that
basically turns things upside down."

Muscle and Bone are Cut
In  that  speech,  I  fully  conceded  the  political
attractiveness of tax cuts.

But here's the thing:
There  is  a  phrase  in  engineering  that

describes what I fear is happening to our intel
lectual  and  physical  infrastructure  in  Virginia:
"elegant degradation."

That is what happens to machines that are
subject to constant repetitive stress. The machine
continues  to  look  the  same  while  it  is  slowly
becoming weaker and weaker. Finally, unable to
withstand the stress, it breaks down.

Instead of making investment decisions, we
can defer,  and demand that  our  institutions  of
government,  the  infrastructure  of  our  society,
become more efficient and effective, and many
have been doing so for years. Our citizens can be
asked to pay a greater share of the cost of our
roads and schools—and that is happening.

But  there  comes  a  point  where  it  is  no
longer fat that is being cut. It is muscle and bone.

I  fear that we are on the slippery slope of
"elegant degradation." Whether we have the wis
dom and the will to change remains to be seen in
the months and years ahead.

Let's  face  it.  Major  investment  decisions
should  not  be  made  in  the  dark.  Yet,  that  is
increasingly the case in Virginia.

Let me give you an example.
In Virginia, there used to be a tradition that

every two years, usually the spring and summer,
before  the  biennial  budget  was  prepared,  the
governor and the money committee members of
the General Assembly would take a 10-day tour
of the state's capital facilities, personally inspect
ing the top priority needs of colleges and univer
sities,  mental  health  institutions,  community
colleges and roads. They would meet with state
and local officials at each stop. I made those trips
as a legislator, Attorney General and Governor.

The purpose was not an in-depth inspection
of every need, but it was designed to let members
know where the institutions are located and to
give them an opportunity to inspect and to ask
questions about  the state of  disrepair  and the
scope of need. It provided governors and legisla
tors  with  information  before  decisions  were
made.

The long bus rides also encouraged colle-
giality  and  bipartisan  discussion  of  inspection
visits.  In  those  trips  seeds  for  solutions  were
planted.

The  capital  inspection  tour  does  not  exist
anymore, and much of the institutional memory
has disappeared. Since there has been such a
large turnover of legislators in the last ten years,
it  would  be  interesting  to  discover  how  many
legislators have actually toured many of the state
institutions outside their home areas. In short, I
believe the time has arrived to put the govern
ment back on the road.

Well, how does this all end? It doesn't. For
Virginia  is  not  a  static  state;  it  is  a  work  in
progress,  and as long as it  continues to grow,
decisions  will  be  required  about  investments,
and, as we all know, investment decisions require
leadership.

Developing a Strategy
And one other thing: Investments require a strategy.

We often hear calls  for  officials  to have a
vision for governing, a strategy for reaching the
goal. Sometimes I think public officials are more
focused on tactics than strategy—and that poses
a problem, for tactics without a strategy is like
motion  without  direction.  The  challenge  for
Virginia now is to move forward again.

When  I  left  office  a  dozen  years  ago,  I
expressed the hope that our four years had served
to achieve a higher level of public understanding

Virginia is a
work in progress
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about the importance of strategies for investment
and long-range planning in state government.

We  did  that,  I  think,  in  our  initiatives  for
transportation,  family  and  mental  health,  child
care, education and environmental initiatives, to
mention a few.

As I  have noted before,  I  found that once
the  objectives  were  made clear,  accountability
was established,  and they  knew the  Governor
would  back  them  up,  the  people  in  our  state
agencies would go beyond the call of duty to get
the results we needed.

So, leadership from the top is essential to
investments, and so is the team. I am convinced
that no Governor has had a better team, a more
informed, more energetic and committed group
than I had.

Educated and responsible citizens can sup
port the Governor and the General Assembly as
they  wrestle  with  the  difficult  task  of  setting
spending  priorities.  The  general  obligation
bonds for education and parks, and the trans
portation  referenda issues in  Northern  Virginia
and Hampton Roads, are important to the future
of this state. I urge you to get involved and to be
leaders in supporting these investments for the
future so that the next generation of Virginians
will  have a brighter and better future.  In doing
so, we will do more than invest in the future. We
will  keep  faith  with  ourselves  and  with  the
accomplishments of our time in history.

But we must not stop there.
We must continue to do all we can to move

Virginia ahead and keep faith with the future.
You know, it  has long been a tradition in

Virginia to present a newly arrived company or
enterprise a copy of the stock from the Virginia
Company. You put it in a frame and it looks nice.

They get to take it to their office and hang it on
the wall.

But it is worth remembering what that stock
represented.

England  was  late  to  the  race  for  North
America. The Spanish were already here and very
busy.

But  when the Spanish Armada went  down
in 1588, England's overseas trade prospects went
up ... but only after James I found people willing
to invest did anything actually begin to happen.

The Virginia Company was the instrument.
Shares were sold to investors to underwrite the
initial  expenses  to  provision  ships  and  recruit
colonists.

And they landed on the James River look
ing for one thing and one thing only: a way to
build the future and turn a profit.

It did not go well at first, but they hung in
there and eventually  our  ancestors  showed up
and created Virginia.

In just a few years we will celebrate those
beginnings.

And I hope and pray we will  do so in the
same spirit as our founders; that we will take what
we have and make something better out of it; that
we will leave the next generation a vital, prosper
ous Virginia — a Virginia worth inheriting.

We have to change a few things in order for
that to happen — but I remain convinced that we
have it within us to do it.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Mr. Baliles was Virginia
Attorney General (1982-86) and Governor (1986-
90). He made these remarks at the 2002 Virginia
Governors Project, sponsored by the Center for
Politics and the Weldon Cooper Center for Public
Service at the University of Virginia.
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